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LIBRARY 

             Shree Maharani Tarabai Government  College of Education, Kolhapur is the  government teacher 
training college in western Maharashtra. The college was established in the year 1934. The college has 
an independent library department. This library section is useful for getting reference for students, 
teachers and many research students.   Different types of 580 volumes are here available. 72 
dictionaries and 5 types of daily papers increase the importance of library. There are 12 types of 
magazines based on various topics are available. 1906 title are in library.  

 SCIENCE  LABORATORY  

          Science Laboratory is the practice of experiment and used for the experiment required  for work.  
Professors use science material and Mathematics for Demonstration lessons, micro teaching lessons, 
Simulated lessons, Models of teaching lessons, and practice lessons are arranged by time-table  for 
students. Trainee students used materials according to their necessity in practice teaching lessons.  

PSYCHOLOGY LABORATORY      

         Psychology Laboratory is used for 3 hours in twice in week for 12 psychological Experiments in the 
subject of Educational psychological in the B.Ed. course. The college has well equipped psychology 
Laboratory. B.Ed. students do the experiments themselves and write reports in the experiment book of 
that experiment.  

COMPUTER DEPARTMENT  

         The practical work is completed by the teacher trainee attending the computer room as per the 
schedule. Keep quite in computer room and do not do unnecessary personal computer work in 
department after completing the practical work computer should shut down. Use of objectionable 
website is a serious crime and use of prohibited website is avoided otherwise action will be taken.  
Computer room should be kept clean. Students should keep their educational material safe in the 
designed places. 

PHYSICAL EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT  

        B.Ed. course trainee students are given to sports material such as long jump, High jump, cricket , 
football, volley ball, rope jumping, Badminton, chess etc. The students used this material in the course 
of time according to attendance number and schedule.  All sports material is available in the college. 

AUDIO AND VISUAL  LAB / GEOGRAPHY APPARATUS  

         In  the college  department of Audio-video, professor and students are exchanged the Audio-video 
material as per the need and demand according to the lesson plan in audio-visual room. LCD projector, 
OHP, Sound system , Camera etc.  Also, geography teaching methods, maps earthworms, replicas, tables 
etc teaching material are used. 



CLASSROOM 

        Shree Maharani Tarabai Government  College of Education has two Divisions of students, first year 
B.Ed. students and second year B.Ed. students. In the College there are two lectures halls and capacity of 
every Hall is 80 students. Both Halls have 160 chairs an 160 Tables. In lecture Hall LCD  projector and  
OHP is also available and every professors used this equipment for lessons daily. The students have also 
interested in this equipment and they used it in their lessons. Lectures hall is used of various programms 
and cultural programme arranged by college. 


